wooden communal table
Restaurant Review: Bin 26 Enoteca long
is the centerpiece of the front

two or even a group of 14. A

BY LEIGH SPOON MBA ’11
Bin 26 is an Enoteca in all senses of the [Italian] word meaning
wine bar—from its wine-bottlebedazzled walls to its extensive
wine list. The restaurant transforms vino vessels into walls and
columns, wine labels into wall
paper, and a cork collection into
a vertical welcome mat. Even
the bathrooms are conversationworthy. Ceilings are hidden behind
hundreds of empty wine bottles
hanging upside down. (I can only
imagine the fun the owners and
staff must have had in amassing
materials.)
The wine list is balanced in its
selection (spanning from Italians
to Australians) and prices. Bin
26’s list has a copious selection of
wallet friendly bottles as well as a
multitude of indulgent, worthwhile
wines. For the curious, or perhaps
indecisive, flip to the back of the
list and check out the wines by the
glass ($5-$35). Bin gives guests
the ability to sample more than 40
wines through four different sized
pours (100, 250, 500, and 750
ml). This feature—among many
others—makes the restaurant a
perfect place for a first date; a
chemistry-less date can be finished as quickly as a half glass
of wine and a good one can go
bottles deep.
Bin’s menu is playful and great
for sharing. While a meal at Bin
can be pricey, it certainly doesn’t
need to be. Splitting a few appetizers or plates can help keep
the price tag down. Enjoy small
bites of thin, crispy bruschetta
topped with savory and sweet
yellow and red peppers or create
your own plate of cheese and salami from their selection. Thin cut
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Speck del Tirolo and Prosciutto
di Parma are a sumptuous way
to start the meal, especially with
a dab of horseradish sauce. Appetizers showcase the clean, fresh
flavors of Italian cooking. Mussels,
tossed in a spicy tomato sauce are
not only flavorful, but also plentiful. A single bowl can be shared
amongst 4 or 5 friends—though
you may all find yourself fighting
for the single piece of sauce-saturated bread resting at the base
of the bowl. Also noteworthy was
a rosemary skewered scallop appetizer served with pea puree.
Instead of giving into the temptation of ordering one of Bin’s many
pastas, order a second course
“from the farm” or “from the sea”
section of the menu. Hanger steak
is prepared perfectly to temperature and finished with spinach and
roasted red peppers. Wild caught
striped bass is well-seasoned and
worth ordering. The show stealer,
however, is the lamb. On three
different occasions I have been
wowed by their lamb preparations. Seamlessly executed and
enormously tender, the lamb was
the talk of the table—served with
an eggplant and cherry tomato
ragout.
Make sure to save room for
dessert as the tiramisu lovers will
be amused and satiated by Bin’s
twist: the ThreeRamisu—a trio of
tiramisu-inspired desserts including a hefty slice, a milkshake, and
a quenelle of tiramisu ice cream.
The strawberry millefeuille is a
fun take on the classic—a tower
of juicy strawberries, tangy mascarpone whipped cream, spiced
wafers, and caramel sauce.
Bin 26 is great for a table for

Fifteen

room—and an excellent place
to join friends, or even perfect
strangers, for dinner. Not only are
the restaurant and staff able to
accommodate large parties, but
they do so willingly. Servers and
managers are knowledgeable and
attentive—without being intrusive.
Whether you’re celebrating matriculation or looking for a sweet

way to end your evening, head
over to the flat of Beacon Hill for
what’s certain to be a great dining
experience.
Bin 26
26 Charles St., Boston, MA
02114
Tel: 617-723-5939
Hours:
Monday-Thursday 12-10 pm
Friday-Saturday 12 – 11 pm
Sunday 5:30 pm – 10 pm
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